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Introduction

Vital to the identity of indigenous peoples and their political, economic and social growth, is the ability to sustain and protect their cultural heritage. The repatriation of human remains from museums to indigenous communities of origin signifies cross-cultural efforts to reconcile the immeasurable loss and inequality suffered under the legacy of colonial collecting practices. The concept of gesture, conceived as recognition through repatriation, lies in the middle of language and prompts new constructions for identity, descendancy, sovereignty and citizenship. I will trace events surrounding Saartjie Baartman (1789-1815) whose remains were repatriated to South Africa for burial in 2002. New international commitments have emerged since the 1980s and collectively they impart an obligation for museums to reconcile the past. Through such recognition, museums begin to occupy new collaborative spaces for dialogue and action in twenty-first century terms.
Law as a Desiring Process

I take as my starting point two proposals. Firstly, that law is a form of language, as James Boyd White states, texts constitute communities. According to White, the question of who should have the power to decide what the best result is, under what standards, and subject to what review becomes just as important as the legal consequences that flow from these decisions. He states,

“When we speak our languages we cannot help believing them, we cannot help participating, emotionally and ethically and politically, in the worlds they create and in the structures of perception and feeling they offer us. In time the soldier wants to go to war.”

Second, in searching to understand what lies at the heart of the issue of repatriation over cultural property, Daniel Shapiro explains its seeming paradox, “what is sought in repatriation is what makes a group who they are, yet it is not something that they possess or control — it is something self-defining yet missing.” He describes this emotional connection as the need for recognition and respect from others, “cultural heritage is given at least part of its meaning through others’ responses to it and it is this aspect of repatriation that can be partially mediated by recognition even if what is sought is not ultimately returned.” From this it follows that if recognition of one’s heritage by others is key, then the “object is ultimately not a sin qua non of a people’s identity.” The real battle may be elsewhere, Shapiro concludes, it is not over the objects, but rather in our trying to understand others and ourselves. While I support these premises, in dealing with human remains, recognition is primarily achieved through gesture. To hand over, both in mind and spirit, such a potent object as human remains, is inextricably linked to identity.

The cultural appropriation of indigenous human remains as museum objects has suppressed
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their symbolic meaning as ancestors to living communities. Repatriation is defined as the physical return of an object of cultural patrimony from its present owner to its true owner or guardian, heirs or descendants. Embodied as a gesture, it affords a powerful symbol of recognition of the other, to lay bare the appearance of absence in the struggle for identity for indigenous peoples. It is here we may examine our relationship to ourselves and to each other. As James Boyle states, uncoupled from subjects at the perceiving end, and objects at the end perceived, truth can only be seen as the matrix of social power that constitutes the reality in between. Museums, as outposts of dominant society, reflect our complicity in sustaining the objectification of indigenous peoples. The realization that we might desire the make believe subjugation of the other is disturbing, but only then may this realization allow us to re-envision these constructs and the degree to which we not only acquiesce to but actively participate in this process of objectification. Recognition can be a stand-in, or as Pierre Legendre describes, identity is a relation, it is the metaphorisation of the other than the self and the other as self. This is the fundamental tension inherent in the price we make others pay, even ourselves, for us to become subjects. When applied to museums, they can be viewed as products of the establishment, representing its assumptions and definitions. As Michael M. Ames notes,

[a] large public museum may express and authenticate the established or official values and images of a society in several ways, directly, by promoting and affirming the dominant values, and indirectly, by subordinating or rejecting alternate values.

If we take the subject and object into the sphere of law, we can see that this conflicted state
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is not of law’s making, but reflexive of our own state as members of society. It has as much to do with form as it does content. Both elements shape the person as well as law itself. For we conceive of law to be objective, rational, neutral and determinative. And when we lay claim to its subjectivity, it is usually to criticize an outcome as flawed. But the subject is transparent to our gaze as reflexive of dominant culture and can be seen to exist as an artefact, it produces a kind of society, a legal decision, or a professional practice. Therefore, we must acknowledge that it is not just objectivity that vests a kind of armour to protect our languages of power.

The polarization of the subject/object divide reveals our tendency to misconceive law as determined by a desire for some end, rather than a desiring process. If law can be understood as a desiring process and repatriation, as the gesture of recognition, Giorgio Agamben, drawing on Aristotle and Varro, characterizes gesture as a third type of action, set apart from the purpose to act or to make. Gesture, rather, is the exhibition of a mediality: it is the process of making a means visible as such. It allows the emergence of the being-in-a-medium of human beings and thus it opens the ethical dimension for them. It is the communication of a communability, this being-in-language. And so, what Agamben terms as the moment of pure mediality, that is, of being in the middle of language, might offer us insight into the process of law itself, not as a means to an end, or an end in of itself, but rather for us to being to start desiring a means without end. For Agamben, it is [the] silence that is, a whole people finds itself speechless before its own destiny that is above all unbearable.
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Identity as Relational

In some cases, repatriation has been plagued by doubts about the identities of the repatriated and of the community to which the remains are to be returned. At this difficult intersection is the cultural expression of identity and the legalities of sense of proprietorships and patrimony. Such disputes engaged both subjectivity and citizenship. As Shapiro notes above, it is a paradox, cultural property only reveals its identity when it has been lost, as if alienation was an intrinsic property of identity, and loss an identifying element of possession. Does it complicate the enquiry that there can be no property in human material, safe the exercise of skill to give rise to ownership? Certainly, it stands to reason that under English common law, the true owner always trumps the possessor. The doctrine of terra nullius provides a useful critique to shift from questioning the responsibility of law, that is, to whom does the law respond, towards the source of law to query the founding myths that are responsible for law, not to find but to found responsibility through law. For example the enlargement of the theory of terra nullius from uninhabited deserted lands, to land that was inhabited, constructed the Indian as barbarous to the absolute benefit of the Imperialist sovereign. The International Court of Justice in its 1975 advisory opinion on Western Sahara laid this expanded theory to rest. Judge Ammoun stated:

[T]he ancestral tie between the land, or 'mother nature' this link is the basis of the ownership of the soil, or better, of sovereignty the concept of terra nullius, employed at all periods, to the brink of the twentieth century, to justify conquest and colonization, stands condemned.
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Julian Jonker's examination into the rediscovered burial grounds in Cape Town\textsuperscript{23} serves as an interesting framework when applied to the context of the museum, whereby cultural appropriation as objects of patrimony for another, has concealed the symbolic meaning of human remains to which identity suffers from. Both are contested sites. Both are, in their own way, claims of space as place. In recent years, there has been growing awareness that museum collecting and preserving objects did not intend to address or serve the needs of the peoples from whom the materials originated.\textsuperscript{24} The gesture of repatriation cannot void this memory but it may reconcile the desire of habit and inhabiting space as place. Habit, as a corporeal form of memory is something that we forget into the body.\textsuperscript{25} As Freud states, "the patient does not remember anything of what he has forgotten and repressed, but acts it out...[h]e reproduces it not as a memory but as an action, he repeats it, without of course, knowing that he is repeating it.\textsuperscript{26} Here is a very different response to 'direct descendancy', one that looks instead for phantoms as embodied in the unconscious.\textsuperscript{27}

The seemingly forgetful habit is thus a gesture of incomplete forgetting or of incomplete mourning. One plausible theory as Jonker explains, in some South African cultures, one need not visit a grave in order to respect the ancestors, who are always present; one instead carries 'a grave in the mind'.\textsuperscript{28} In this sense, in order for mourning to be completed, this 'grave in the mind' must be named.\textsuperscript{29} Martha Minow suggests that most legal treatments of identity questions fail to acknowledge that identity of a person is not simply intrinsic, but rather emerge from relationships
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between people in negotiations and interactions with others "the relative power enjoyed by some people as compared to others is partly manifested through the ability to name oneself and others and to influence the process of negotiations over questions of identity."  

In this way, repatriation gives voice to an idea of embodied authority, to speak an otherwise silenced heritage. What is at stake finally, according to Jonker, is an attempt to re-imagine descendency in a way that goes beyond the legislative language of 'direct descendance'. Repatriation reintroduces the object as a body, as a person. The work of naming becomes a work of re-imagination, the means to speak the unspeakable, and of mourning the unnamed dead. Repatriation thus becomes a gesture of constitutive proportions, capable of unearthing the relationships between the memory of the past and the juridical self. These remains symbolize 'bare death' in so far as they continue to be excluded by the law and from the law as persons in any juridical sense. Repatriation prompts new ways of conceiving of the descendancy, sovereign and citizenship not only for the dead, but inextricably linked to the constitutive force of living communities.

**Case Study: Saartjie Baartman**

Saartjie Baartman (1789-1815) an indentured Khoekhoe domestic worker taken to England in 1810 where she was exhibited to the public in a cage for the amusement of paying crowds. Shortly thereafter she was taken to Paris, where she became known as the Hottentot Venus. Sold to an animal trainer, he exhibited her in the Rue Neuve des Petits-Champs for 3
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francs and hired her out for dinner parties. French scientist, Baron Georges Leopold Cuvier took an interest in her observing, "the most disgusting part of this woman was her face, which displayed the characters of both the Negro and the Mongole countence in its different features." He equally commented that she was gay, she had a good memory for faces, and she spoke Dutch, a little English, and a smattering of French. She died in wretched circumstances around 31st December 1815, and Cuvier was granted permission to study and dissect her body. He made a plaster cast, painted in her likeness, before preserving both her brain and her genitals in jars. The plaster cast, her full skeleton, her brains and genitals would be on display in the National Museum in Paris for over 150 years until 1974. Briefly in 1994, the cast was exhibited at the Orsay Museum as an example of 19th century ethnographic sculpture.

With the fall of apartheid, President Nelson Mandela raised the issue of Baartman's repatriation with President Francois Mitterand during a state visit to South Africa in 1995. Following a series of requests and attempts at negotiation, Professor Henry de Lumley, then Director of the Musée de l'Homme and the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris, remained vehemently opposed to the proposed repatriation. For a substantial period of time, officials had told researchers and journalists, even enquirers from the Senate, that the specimens were no longer in their possession and possibly destroyed. André Langaney, Director of the
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Biological Anthropology Laboratory at the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle explained "Nous allons des consignes de nos supérieurs de dire qu'ils n'étaient plus en notre possession pour éviter de répondre à toutes les demandes."  

Nicolas About, Senator for the Yvelines in France, had heard about the museum’s refusal to accede to South African requests and came across a powerful poem, "I have come to take you home" by Diana Ferrus, a Khoisan poet, which was written while in Utrecht, Holland as an exchange student. It was read in the French Senate as About proposed the bill and argued that article 16-1 of the Code civil français (C.c.F) based on Bio-ethics Law No. 94-653 of 29 July 1994, on respect for the human body, should be applied to the Baartman issue, namely that the human body, its elements and products cannot be subject to property rights. Research Minister, Roger-Gerard Schwartzenberg argued in support stating that human remains are not the subject to appropriation and therefore cannot be a State’s or a public body’s property. However, he clarified that the bill was case-specific and could not set a precedent that would be applied generally and automatically. In this particular case, he argued, Parliament should support repatriation on the basis of total lack of scientific interest of the remains in question and in order to do justice to Saartije who was subject during her life and even after, as an African and as a woman, to offenses resulting form long-prevailing ills, i.e. colonialism, sexism and racism. The law was passed in March 2002. A small delegation
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including Diana Ferrus accepted the remains in person in Paris and together they arrived home in South Africa on 3rd May 2002. The author was present at the private ceremony when Baartman’s remains returned home on 3rd May 2002. After a consultative process by the South African government with Executive Committee of the Council of the National Khoisan Consultative Conference, she was buried on the bank of the Gamtoos River on 9th August 2002.

What is significant in Baartman’s case is firstly, the persuasion of a poem read aloud in the French Senate as evidence of her peoples desire to lay her to rest, to put an end to her continued subjugation and humiliation in life and in death. Secondly, inviolability of the human body, codified under article 16-1 C.c.F. was the basis to which the imperative legislation for repatriation was made. Extracted from the status as object for another, Baartman’s remains transformed into bodily dimensions as the subject of legal rights. The legislative imperative is a rare example of a cross-border return of human remains, mandated by statute against the express wishes of museum officials. Nine years later, the French Parliament has only passed one other similar bill in recent years, this time for the repatriation of 16 Maori heads to New Zealand.

The Anthropology Laboratory of the Musée de l’Homme in Paris in 2002, was said to list 30,000 remains, including 600 skeletons, 16,000 skulls, many of which are from the 19th century. The recently opened Musée du Quai Branly inherited the collections from both the
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administrative dispose, à compter de la même date, dû à délai de deux mois pour les remettre à la République d’Afrique du Sud.’ (Act relating to the restitution by France of the remains of Saartjie Baartman to South Africa. This Act will enter into force on 7 March 2002. As from the date of entry into force of this Act, the surviving remains of the person known as Saartjie Baartman will cease to form part of the public collections of the National Museum of Natural History. The administrative authority has a time limit of two months, starting from the date of entry into force, within which to deliver the remains to the Republic of South Africa.).
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Musée de l'Homme and the Musée National des Arts d' Afrique et d'Océanie, is said to hold 350,000 pieces in its collection, most of which include human remains.⁴⁸ According to French law, all museums and institutions are barred from deaccession as all such objects form part of the national patrimony. It is difficult to reconcile the possession of such vast collections of human remains, each severed discriminately from any notion of extra-patrimonial rights. Here, we have as much to learn about the law from those who find themselves outside it as from those who enforce it, wield it, or study it.⁴⁹ The internal struggle in France with respect to museum collections is played out between the Senate, the Minister of Culture and museum officials. The recent legislation to repatriate Maori heads to New Zealand also widened the mandate for the scientific commission to now include politicians under Article 4.⁵⁰ Perhaps this change will prove beneficial and place more emphasis on France’s obligation to acknowledge, and give respect to the wishes of indigenous communities. French Senator Catherine Morin-Desailly said the approved bill "confirms France's moral responsibility as a country of human rights there are some things which are above art and which should remain sacred".⁵¹ As customary international law is evinced by state practice and opinio juris, its evolution over time is guided by our collective mores within society. As outposts museum practice traces this evolution.

⁵⁰ Loi No. 2010-501, supra note 46 at Art. 4.
⁵¹ Okello, Parliament supra note 46.
Building New Constituencies for Museums

Most intimately, the engagement of museum officials requires a more considered response to integrate the rights, beliefs and interests of indigenous stakeholders. The incorporation of the indigenous voice within the museum presents the opportunity to forge new partnerships and new constituencies. When tasked with the challenge to mount these human remains on display, certain public gestures by museum professions have revealed an internal dilemma described as a crisis of cultural authority.\(^{52}\) In May 2008, professionals at the Manchester University Museum in Britain took it upon themselves to cover each of the three Egyptian mummies on display in the name of respect for ancient bodies. After protests from local audiences and the media, the museum uncovered the mummies but stated that it wanted to promote conversation about how to respect human remains.\(^{53}\) To recall White’s words, the essence of the problem remains, to whom does the museum want to promote dialogue with? Indigenous populations have been historically precluded from giving voice to this dialogue within the museum for the last two hundred years.

Paradoxically, Baartman’s plaster cast was exposed in full form for over 150 years to the viewing public in Paris, however, once removed from public eyes, in storage it was draped with a demure cloth, hidden inside the crate.\(^{54}\) The plaster cast was excluded from items repatriated to South Africa and remains to this day, an object of national patrimony for France.\(^{55}\) These actions reveal that the meditational role between competing positions, that is, of making collections available while opening the door to respect the wishes of indigenous communities has resulted in a struggle to assert what was once thought to be an unassailable role as arbiters of cultural


\(^{53}\) Ibid.

\(^{54}\) Brie, "Tribulations," supra note 37.

\(^{55}\) See Chief Basil Coetzee’s discussion on this subject at www.hottentotvenus.com.
authority. As Peter H. Welsh states, the repatriation issue has caused us to recognize some fundamental contradictions in the ethical and philosophical principles that have guided museums,

First, [museums] attempt to preserve collections in perpetuity and yet desire to make them accessible to everyone. Second, they strive for new understanding, yet speak in the simplest terms to their audiences. Third, they encourage scientific inquiry, but rarely do it. Fourth they attempt to foster cross-cultural respect, yet are thrown into turmoil when faced with representatives of another culture calling for the return of an object for use with a religious purpose.  

From the museum perspective, assertions have been made that the remains have scientific value and should be retained in institutional collections. These remains have the potential to provide anthropologists with data about such things as past diseases, diet, social practices, population movement and human evolution. For example the use of prehistoric human remains has helped in the study of syphilis by providing humankind with one of the best documented records of the complex origin, spread, and reinestation of a population by a contagious and deadly disease helping to further understand other forms of communicable diseases. Therefore, actions which impede the search for new knowledge by destroying data through reburial for example, sacrificing the ability to generate information unavailable from any other source for the benefit of humankind.

Indigenous communities have responded that many of these remains had lain unused for decades and if there should be any claim to scientific value it is up to the scientific community to prove this. Museums that have not received any requests by scientists to study the remains
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within their collections ought to reinforce repatriation efforts. Moreover, the continuation of a cultural system, in a manner determined by the people of that culture, supersedes the scientific quest for knowledge. Nonetheless, polarization that pits indigenous communities against scientists and archaeologists is disingenuous. A multiplicity of views has been expressed on both sides, including collaboration. Repatriation offers museums a tremendous opportunity to participate in cultural preservation efforts initiated by indigenous peoples. Museums, however, will need to reconcile their long-standing perceptions of cultural preservation with those of indigenous communities, otherwise the interests of all groups might be frustrated.

Since the mid-1980s, it is becoming increasingly apparent that international law accords indigenous groups special rights vis-à-vis the state on whose territory they reside. The World Archaeological Congress brought international focus onto human remains under the Vermillion Accord in 1989. It is the first of its kind to deal with human remains at the international level. It also sets out the need for respect for human remains and calls for the wishes of the dead as primary. Respect for scientific concerns are to be respected if it can be demonstrated. That same year, specific indigenous rights deserving of protection were outlined under the International Labour Organization’s Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (ILO No. 169). It calls on state parties to provide indigenous peoples with the means for the full development of [their] own institutions and initiatives and to allow

61 Such was the case with the Manchester Museum, which repatriated skulls and other human bones to an Australian Aboriginal community in the summer of 2003.
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indigenous peoples Ńto exercise control, to the extent possible, over their own economic, social and cultural development." In 2007, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples expressly calls for the right to the use and control of their ceremonial objects and the right to the repatriation of their human remains. It calls upon State to provide effective mechanisms for redress, including restitution, for cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs. To determine access and repatriation it urges Ńfair transparent and effective mechanisms." As of December 2010, the four countries that voted against it, namely Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the United States, have now all moved to endorse it.

Taken as a whole, these and other instruments acknowledge, in variable form, a responsibility on governments, institutions and the scientific community to deal respectfully with human remains and to respect the rights, interests and beliefs of indigenous communities. They serve to create a climate of expectation and that such expectation is morally justified. Museums have begun in recent years to acknowledge indigenous peoples as new constituencies deserving of more collaborative participation. In the process it has called into question the long-standing claim by museums, that objects collected from living and past cultural contexts were properly their possessions as objects of scientific inquiry. Repatriation legislation has forced museums to recognize this as only one point of view and has necessitated new attitudes in museums about
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their stewardship of the collections in their care.77 Where disputes revolve around intranational issues, scholars have stressed that legislation is lacking78; such legislation can guarantee that repatriation will occur in a timely and structured manner.79 We do not shape the given world merely by material instruments; we create meaning and roles from it through language, art, and action.80 The intervention of politicians, the development of legislation and the exposure of the media have helped bring the issue of repatriation of indigenous human remains into the global public arena where it continues to sustain attention to this day.81

Conclusion

Vital to indigenous peoples identity, and political, economic and social growth, is the ability to sustain and protect their cultural heritage. The gesture of repatriation gives recognition to re-imagine notions of identity, a dissected past and its sacred symbolism. In a juridical sense, repatriation breathes life into living communities, re-inscribing extra-patrimonial rights onto the body as the imperative legislation for Baartman’s repatriation suggests. The repatriation of human remains prompts new ways of conceiving of descendancy, sovereign and citizenship, not only for the dead, but also, as a constitutive force of living communities. It offers museums a tremendous opportunity to build new constituencies with indigenous peoples. Museums, however, will need to reconcile their long-standing perceptions of cultural preservation with those of indigenous communities, requiring a more considered response to integrate the rights,

79 Hubert et al, “Reburial” supra note 60 at 110.
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beliefs and interests of indigenous stakeholders. There is growing consensus that some kinds of objects should never have been collected by museums in the first place. The gesture of repatriation creates and sustains respect for the wishes of the dead and their living communities. Museums might begin to occupy new collaborative spaces for dialogue and action in twenty-first century terms - one that is marked by indigenous voice, speaking aloud.